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Figure 1. Marco Arias 2000, from the El estado soy yo [I Am the State] series, acrylic,
enamel, oil and fotocopy on canvas, 210 x 260 cm, 2015.

Chilean painter Marco Arias created the work 2000 (fig. 1) not during the
year its title signals, but in 2015 as part of a larger series called El estado
soy yo (I Am the State). At first glance, we are taken by the many colorful characters that are disposed over the canvas in a somewhat disshev-
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elled, almost aleatory composition. We recognize many cartoon characters with their schematic outlines, but also more realistic characters, and
even a mix between both modes of representation. They vary in shape,
color and size, and almost seem to be distributed according to an unidentified value scale. However, a closer inspection of the painting will lead
us to appreciate a certain layering and box-like grid arrangement that renders this particular piece of transcultural art a nostalgic one at its core.
Arias was born in 1988, the same year that Augusto Pinochet’s dictatorship was voted to a close over a national plebiscite. He was only two
years old when Chile returned to democracy, and twelve years old at the
turn of the century. This means that, growing up in the 1990s, the artist
was introduced to a wide variety of media content through the television
screen: current events, toy commercials, political news, and Japanese anime. Artist and theorist Wladymir Bernechea reckons that:
[...] the long working hours ― in a country newly based in free
competition ― changed the scheme and human relations in the
Chilean family. This change resulted in the majority of children
having to stay alone certain lapses of the day, while their paternal
figures procured the sustenance for the home. In this way, the
learning and approximation to the world of many preadolescents
was put under the absolute influence of the television. It was
during this era that anime became an inevitable childhood content,
because it was a fundamental pillar in the transmission spectrum
offered by the main open television channels.1 (2018, 23)

The Chilean dictatorship had destabilized the heteronuclear family
structure under liberal workforce impositions. Even if patriarchal social
norms which attributed the role of male father figures to “breadwinners”
and female mother figures as obliged to comply with unpaid domestic
and caretaking labor were largely at play, this family structure was under
tension from the extreme poverty characteristic of that period. National
Humanities and Social Sciences Award winner Ricardo Ffrench-Davis
(2012) assesses that poverty levels way surpassed acceptable one-digit ciphers at the time, reaching a whopping 45% under Pinochet’s regime; not
to mention a more than 30% unemployment rate which is only comparable to the effects of the Great Depression in modern Chilean history.
It is not surprising that the sexual division of labor was partially halted throughout several class levels, as women had to leave the house and
1

Translation from Spanish is mine.
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enter the workforce in a struggle to make ends meet. This phenomenon
only became more rampant due to the credit and debt system which
entered Chilean society after 1975. The authoritarian imposition of neoliberal practices allowed for a short-term solution of basic household
necessities with long-lasting and escalating arrears. The absence of caretakers from the home during long lapses of the day created affective
necessities in children, necessities which were sought to be accommodated by the cultural industry and its commodities. An interesting parallel
between Chilean transitional society and post-WW1 Japanese society
emerges; a context in which popular culture theorist Jacqueline Herrera
(2018) describes the formation of modern manga and later anime as an
“emotional education” which was meant to transmit messages of perseverance and self-actualization in tandem with the declining order of the
nuclear family and its value system.

Figure 2. Toriyama Akira. Dragon Ball, Panini Comics, vol. 26, 1-2.
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Figure 3. Toriyama Akira. Dragon Ball, Panini Comics, vol. 26, 7-8.

But let’s return to Arias’ painting. Towards the left margin of the canvas,
a seemingly female countenance in a mangaesque black and white trace is
grinning with a menacing look amongst waves of curly hair near the
center of the composition. If we focus on this left part of the painting,
the background is actually a direct appropriation from page 8 of the 26th
volume of Toriyama Akira’s original Dragon Ball manga (fig. 3), which
began publication in Japan amidst the bubble economy.2 Originally serialized in Weekly Shōnen Jump from 1984 onwards, this well-known franchise is based loosely on the late 16th-century Chinese fiction Journey to
the West and was produced presumably for straight boys and young men
2

Cultural theorist Christine Greiner describes this period in contemporary Japanese history as a time when: “starting in the 1980s, the networks of capitalism began expanding
all through Asia, creating markets until then scantily explored. Ten years later, the images generated by the new consumer habits became simultaneous with economic and
emotional instability which made the precarious body-symbol of the so-called ‘lost decades’.” (2015, 159). Translation from Portuguese is mine.
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as its target audience. Shōnen manga ― manga for boys ― was consolidated in the late 1950s and 1960s in parallel with the boom in liberal
economic practices in Japan, and can be defined in that it:
[...] generally tended to feature more hard-edged and inflexible framing, no gender-bending storylines, strong visual sexual dimorphism, no special attempts to establish intimacy, (...) tended to feature male protagonists (often exclusively) and were driven by plot.
The occasional appearance of a female character was often for the
sake of humor (at her expense), voyeuristic titillation, or to provoke sexual/competitive tension between male characters.
(Orbaugh, 2003, 213)

The character Launch, who is featured in the segment appropriated in
Arias’ painting, both befits and subverts the general conventions of
shōnen manga narratives and their representation of gender.

Figure 4. Toriyama Akira. Dragon Ball, Panini Comics, vol. 25, 1-2.
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Figure 5. Toriyama Akira. ”Dragon Ball,” Panini Comics, vol. 25, 7-8.

The Dragon Ball series is plagued with sexist and homophobic humor.
Looking at the Latin American Spanish translation of the manga which
Arias used, in the middle of the 24th volume, protagonist Goku ― later
aided by sidekick Krillin ― begins hovering on his flying cloud looking
for “pretty girls” to take back to Master Roshi (Kame Sen’nin) as the
prerequisite in order to receive training in martial arts. Then the first
female character is abducted without her consent and brought onto the
island property of Roshi, as can be seen in the 25th volume titled “Si me
entregas una mujer bonita te entrenaré” (If You Hand Me a Pretty
Woman I Will Train You). On page 6, Roshi declares that he wishes to
see “esa zona” (that zone) of the anonymous female character, referring to
her genitalia. However, the mangaka uses the withholding of the information to reveal that she is a mermaid and thus Roshi cannot find what he
was looking for in her (fig. 5). Roshi becomes baffled and comically falls
off the edge of his island into the water when realizing the mermaid
“monstrosity” of the female character, only to grab at least one of her
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breasts before she resorts to violence against her attacker in order to escape. Sexual persecution as comic relief, a staple of 1980s shōnen manga,
is tensioned by the dualistic body of the female character’s gendered
monstrosity, her animalistic lower half being rejected in terms of desire,
yet her anthropomorphic upper body still warranting sexual objectification.
Manga scholar Jessica Bauwens-Sugimoto borrows from thinkers such
as Barbara Creed and Robyn Longhurst in order to describe how the
trope of the monstrous female is “born from misogyny, in particular a fear
of female reproductive power, often combined with a fear of women not
being ‘contained,’ in the social as well as the physical sense, a threat to
homosocial order” (2018, 6). The “homosocial order” mentioned by
Bauwens-Sugimoto is made clear in the opening two-page spread of the
25th volume of Dragon Ball, when Master Roshi introduces Goku to
what constitutes a “desirable woman” and what doesn’t through the usage
of two photographs as pedagogic devices, given that Goku’s otherworldly
naivete inhibits him from acknowledging conventional gender roles (fig.
4). The sexual difference of the mermaid character, who lacks a name
and thus individual subjectivity in all its terms, is demonized not once
but twice: first as female/feminine, defined as an identity in opposition
to masculine hegemonic corporeal values, particularly inside the shōnenmanga episteme in which male characters are the default embodiment
and the drivers of diegetic action, and second, as a hybrid monster, halfhuman half-beast, an embodiment that is irreconcilable with the gaze of
anthropocentric modernity.
At this point, it is important to clarify that recognizing certain pernicious aspects in the representation of gender and sexuality in popular
media is not an attack on the value or enjoyability of these products, but
rather a critical analysis which is meant to reveal how cultural productions can replicate and sometimes even present nuances on the power
dynamics of the societies that create and consume them.3 The strategies
of comic relief present in certain shōnen narratives (including Dragon
Ball) may sometimes allow for the deconstruction of certain problematic
tropes, that is, when agency is parodically restored to female or minority
characters depicted as inherently passive to diegetic action. In this sense,
3

Feminist and culture critic bell hooks has stated that in popular media “politics of race,
gender, and class are played out in ways that are both progressive and reactionary” (1992,
149). Being a critical fan of the popular media we consume means being able to both
engage in political discussions about these cultural productions and enjoy them.
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Goku’s gender naiveté becomes a running gag in the first arc of the series,
one that denaturalizes certain stereotypes or abusive behaviors generally
accepted by the other characters. His ingenuity regarding social conventions of normalcy and difference is not only due to his young age but largely also to his own “racial” or “ethnic” descent: in the 21st volume of the
series we learn that he is part of the alien Saiyan warriors of planet Vegeta who turn into giant gorilla monsters during the full moon when their
primate tail is attached to their bodies. The character’s lineage is not that
of his fellows who come from planet Earth and make him comically confused by their binary notions of gender or racial difference.
One instance in which Goku’s social naiveté draws attention to
homophobic and racial stereotypes through comic relief occurs in the
opening two-page spread of volume 26, where the character Launch is
introduced (fig. 2), incidentally the same volume from which Chilean
painter Arias appropriates almost a full page. The three opening aspectto-aspect and moment-to-moment panel transitions introduce a fastpaced narrative style, relating the velocity of Goku’s flying cloud on
which he and his sidekick Krillin are hovering in order to find a woman
to abduct and take back to Roshi. On the second page, after a long rectangular panel, a square panel shows Krillin firmly gripping Goku, whose
eye catches something at a distance – and eight small expressive lines in a
semicircular shape emanate from his forehead. The next panel reveals
Goku pointing off to the distance with his top-right speech bubble
covering the inquired object: “Krillin, ¿al Maestro Roshi le gustan como
esas, no? (Krillin, Master Roshi likes them like her, no?)” The next square
panel on the bottom tier reveals that the person signaled by Goku is
actually a black man, depicted with thickset lips and the attire, pitchfork,
and pickup truck of a field worker. The final panel of the page, a slightly
larger square, which offers a wider shot including both parties, features a
jagged speech bubble with which Krillin reminds Goku of the unwritten
rules of homosociality: “¡Pero si esa persona es un hombre! (But that person is a man!)” In consideration of the running gag that Goku will confuse
monstrous characters for “desirable women” to procure for Roshi, the
decision to make this character black, attach to him a stereotypical
phenotype and attributes of physical labor, and also refer to attraction
amongst men, has a lot to say about what embodiments are acceptable
and which are abject4 inside this diegetic paradigm.
4

In the introduction to her pivotal 1993 collection of essays, gender theorist Judith
Butler picks up abjection from philosopher Julia Kristeva’s work and defines it as the
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It would be hard to sustain the hypothesis that fantasy fiction in general
or manga in particular are direct reflections of the sexism or racism
prevalent in their contexts of production. This would be especially true
for the Dragon Ball franchise in which a generally strict binary gender
representation is accompanied by a wide array of zoomorphic characters
who live in community with human-like characters without drawing
particular attention, making it hard to perceive “race” in the same way we
do in the real world. However, noticing certain aspects of representation
that might perpetuate harmful stereotypes encoded into popular media
means to acknowledge the relevant role that media has in our lives, and
striving for that, the fantasies we enjoy involve progressive ideas about
sex and race. It would be a mistake to believe that manga – or any type
of media for that matter – is a direct representation of the cultures that
produce them; however, it would be equally imprecise to believe that
these are unrelated “because all construction of meaning presupposes the
existence of a specific location as support and frame for an enunciative
position and a critical opposition” (Richard, 2015, 21).
As Arias’ painting evinces, the character Launch with her comical
subversion of traditional gender roles is still employed in Chilean art
more than three decades after she was introduced to Japanese audiences,
for characters as well as ideas do not have expiration dates but rather
ideological affinities. As summoned by Arias’ manga appropriation,
Launch has a double personality disorder which makes her transform
from a dark-haired version to a light-haired version with every sneeze.
The dark-haired version of her is a passive, servile, domestic, and lively
Yamato Nadeshiko-type5 character which is often put in the position of a
“damsel-in-distress,” i.e., in need of being saved by male characters, for
example, falling prey to the sexual objectification of Master Roshi.
However, her light-haired version is an active, hyperviolent character that
will retaliate every abuse of power.
The original Dragon Ball reached the Chilean open television network
Megavisión as an anime in 1997 (Bernechea, 2018, 16), almost two decades before the start of its Latin American manga publication by Panini
Comics in 2014. The anime series became very well-loved by Chilean
child and adolescent audiences, who were, according to Herrera, taken by
its “excessive content in racy jokes and unnecessary violence, opening not
socio-discursive act “to cast off, away, or out and, hence, presupposes and produces a
domain of agency from which it is differentiated” (152).
5
An alleged ideal of the “Japanese woman.”
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only the doorway for a large influx of [anime series in Chile], but also for
the public debate on sexuality, violence and its representation in television and society” (2017, 48).6 I agree with Herrera’s diagnosis that the
series’ popularity was partly induced by the auspicious use of sexual
titillation and violence in a post-dictatorial society which was craving to
break conservative value systems. This very content is today contemplated from the decontextualized and thus reflexive platform which artistic
practice provides.
If we consider Arias’ appropriation of the manga Dragon Ball amidst
the political turmoil in Chile today, his extract could be alluding to the
police brutality that is denounced by many activists and public intellectuals. The current period of social upheaval known as the Chilean posttransition began after the Chilean Spring of 2011, which was a year of
intense social rioting led by students who were motivated by the scarce
accessibility of higher education and of basic services under the conditions of rampant neoliberalism. This movement is still very influential in
civic activism today, particularly in the feminist May of 2018 and the
indigenous uprising after the assassination of Camilo Catrillanca by armed
forces on November 14, 2018. In the manga extract appropriated, Launch
is avidly fleeing from the police who are using an unmeasured amount of
force and firearms against her. She is about to fire a gun back at the
policemen. But in Arias’ painting the pointing gun has been replaced by
an effigy of Chilean ex-president Ricardo Lagos. Launch’s blonde performativity here may allegorize minority groups transiting from subalternity
to power. She provides symbolic retaliation for the immense violence
used by armed forces in many places of Latin America through civil insurgency, a “message” which is meant to be decoded by a younger generation that is unhappy with the political climate and that is familiarized
with these “codes” due to growing up with the influx of anime and other
elements of Japanese popular culture in the 1990s.
The box-like panel layout of the original shōnen manga is replicated
by the painter’s canvas. Particularly, the artist superimposed a series of
iconic personas coming from different media outlets and cultural backgrounds in a messy, grid-like manner that actualizes the largely rigid grid
of manga for boys artistically: mascot Pico from Nestlé cereals with the
slogan “WE ARE STRONG IN DEMOCRACY”; Pope John Paul II and
Chilean ex-president Lagos in a Ben-Day dots printing-like style; a large
Frieza from the Dragon Ball Z sequel; another Lagos in a realistic style; an
6

Translation from Spanish is mine.
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appropriation of Pablo Picasso’s Buste d’Homme sailor study from 1907;
six photocopies of Ayanami Rei from the Neon Genesis Evangelion
franchise in a descending left-to-right pyramid; two outlines and one fully
colored Mojo Jojo from The Powerpuff Girls.

Figure 6. Bandai (Figuarts Zero) concept art for Dragon Ball Z’s Frieza Final Form
action figure.
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The moment-to-moment and aspect-to-aspect panel transitions preferred
by shōnen manga in general and this Dragon Ball extract (fig. 3) in
particular are “translated” by the artist as a means to display visually the
way in which his generation consumed various media sources from the
television screen during their infancy and adolescence. In an interview,
Arias remembers how: “Whoever grew up in Chile in the decade of the
1990s, and whoever had access to the information provided by the media,
from open television or the newsstand to the Internet, we all experienced
the same (...) as these media were exactly the same.” (Gajardo, 2017). In
reproducing certain characters of the Dragon Ball franchise, Arias subverts both the general tropes of shōnen manga and the sexism of liberal
societies. Launch’s light-hair version here is a rare exception in view of
tendencies in 1980s shōnen manga to picture female characters’ agency
(Orbaugh, 2003, 213-215), as she is both active and hyperviolent: while
she becomes satirically “damseled” the second she sneezes, the change
into her dark-haired form only reinforces her subversive potentiality.
This is also the case of Frieza, in the final stage of energy transformation, who covers the largest surface area in the painting and is based
on the concept art for the 15cm-high non-articulated action figure developed by Figuarts Zero, a branch company to Bandai toys (fig. 6),
thereby attesting to “media mix” being the channel by which Japanese
popular culture in general and manga in particular entered the imagery of
Chilean artists interested in subcultural fandoms.7 Arias indiscriminately
transits various visual media, for instance when he adds manga attributes
such as the red impact lines that emanate from Frieza towards the
top-right corner of the action figure’s concept art, or the large blue “bogo
7

Marc Steinberg (2012) has analyzed Japanese media mix as the process by which product licenses from anime characters of the 1960s evolved into highly complex intermedial commodities which were meant to allow fans to consume their favorite narrative
world and eventually become producers themselves. It is interesting to note that subcultural otaku fandoms in Chile emerged prior to the mainstream availability of Japanese
pop franchises. Notorious otaku Fito Manga organized the first anime screening in Chile
in 1993 while Ilion started regular anime circles as the first Chilean fandub group in
1994, all this before anime reached mainstream TV at prime time in 1995 (Bernechea,
2018, 15-17). The three central factors of otaku fandoms in Latin America and beyond
are: (1) the affective dependence of dedicated fans on-the media mix commodities they
consume; (2) the performativity of embodying their subcultural affiliation through choreography, costume, or fashion; and, (3) the secondary productions or derivatory practices, such as piracy, by which otaku appropriate their favorite franchises and make them
their own. Artistic practice can become an expansion of this counter- hegemonic
belonging.
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bogo”- sound words which seem to have been mistaken for “boko boko.”
Frieza’s malevolence is accented by a gender-bending sexual ambiguity
perceived in this character’s lack of primary sexual traits and cosmetic
dark-rimmed eyes and mouth, confirmed by the female-voiced dubs in
different localizations of the anime regardless of the use of male pronouns: a) Maureen Jones for Blue Water in the UK, b) Pauline Newstone
for Ocean Group in Canada, c) Rajashrie Sharma for Cartoon Network in
India, and, d) Linda Young for FUNimation in the US. A certain factor of
satire is present in the way the queer monstrosity of the villain is contrasted with the patriarchal figure of ex-president Lagos, who shows a
similar fascist salutation gesture which might be alluding to this politician’s endemically racist policy against the Mapuche indigenous people of
Chile, including the political kidnapping and disappearance of Mapuche
José Huenante under his government. To date, 15 Mapuche people have
been murdered by the Chilean post-dictatorial state.8
In the case of Arias, an artist interested in incorporating the manga
medium and subcultural otaku fandoms into his work using his artistic
practice as a form of intersemiotic interface which allows him to engage
with different imageries and modes of representation that are borrowed
from various media and come from different peripheral cultures. Postcolonial thought has often canceled out possibilities for the actualization
of peripheral cultures in the current postmodern world when striving to
recognize these as “pure,” “native” and “original” cultures which are part
of the victimized spectrum of geopolitical subjugation. Relatedly, Rey
Chow has instead preferred the device of cultural resistance as “the translation of ethnic cultures from their previous literary and philosophical
bases into the forms of contemporary mass culture” (Chow, 1995 [2010],
162). This manifests precisely in Arias’ painting as it employs the rigid,
box-like composition and the narrative strategies of the shōnen manga of
the artist’s childhood as an interface which allows him to artistically
unpack the memory of liberal imperialism in recent Chilean history and
its societal and massmedial effects on local culture. Japanese popular
culture beyond Japan (in diaspora, so to speak) becomes a means for sig8

Agustina Huenupe Pavian (2001), Mauricio Huenupe Pavian (2001), Jorge Antonio
Suarez Marihuan (2001), Edmundo Alex Lemunao Saavedra (2002), Julio Alberto
Huentecura Llancaleo (2004), Zenén Alfonso Díaz Nécul (2005), Jose Gerardo
Huenante Huenante (2005), Juan Lorenzo Collihuin Catril (2006), Matías Valentín
Catrileo Quezada (2008), Johnny Cariqueo Yañez (2008), Jaime Facundo Mendoza
Collío (2009), Rodrigo Melinao Lican (2013), José Mauricio Quintriqueo Huaiquimil
(2014), Victor Manuel Mendoza Collío (2014), and Camilo Catrillanca (2018).
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nifying the brutality by which political violence occurs in Chile; a subcultural code of alterity which allows for the self-examining of a new generation of creators.
Institutional affiliations: The University of Chile, Department of Theory
of the Arts, Faculty of Arts and the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Department of Visual Arts, Faculty of Arts
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